
Sea ahead.
We believe in the power 
of Digital.

Everybody is talking about digitization. 
We’re doing it. And revolutionizing the 
marine business along the way. 
Because we believe that to safely 
navigate through the uncertain seas 
of tomorrow - it needs technologies of 
tomorrow. Our team of experts at MAN 

We live in challenging times. Future-proofing and digital 
monitoring are becoming more and more crucial. Our 
flexible digital solutions help you stay competitive, fast 
and safe in the everchanging marine sector.

The industry is digitalizing. 
Don’t miss the boat.

PrimeServ Assist

Our one-stop solution for operational  
intelligence and engine optimization.
With 24/7 direct access to get emergency 
support from our MAN experts. Engine 
network security and safe connectivity 
guaranteed.

MAN Data+

MAN Data+ combines profound domain 
knowledge and next-level technology 
for maximum value creation

MAN Asset+

State-of-the-art software solutions - 
both on of’s and updates. With Full  
flexibility and customizability while  
being always up-to-date.

MAN CEON

MAN CEON is our sophisticated cloud 
platform and enabler of our digital 
portfolio.

Energy Solutions has already developed 
a wide range of digital features for the 
specific requirements of the marine 
industry. 

From predictive monitoring, assistance 
and advisory over flexible upgrades of 

your equipment up to sophisticated 
data solutions - we want to help 
you fully leverage Digital in any 
aspect of your business.

Our offering

Sea
ahead.
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When state-of-the art  
digital technology meets  
expertise and domain  
knowledge.
Reliable and safe solutions 
for data leverage.
We believe in the reliability and robustness of our engines. And we believe 
that our digital solutions can make them even better. All with the goal to raise 
efficiency, availability, security, safety and also have a positive impact on the 
environment.
At the core of our digital portfolio there are three columns reflecting the  
different areas of application of our products.

Our digital solutions help 
make your engines more...
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PrimeServ Assist

PrimeServ Assist combines state-of-the-art AI with profound domain 
knowledge of maximum equipment availability, safety, and performance. 
Our sophisticated algorithms help detecting problems ahead of time  
while our experts read and analyse the available data and provide next-
best-action advice.

MAN Asset+

MAN Asset+ covers all of (our customizable and flexible solutions to  
customize and upgrade equipment with new features and functionalities.

MAN CEON

MAN CEON is the cloud-based platform for the collection,  
processing and analysis of sensor data.

MAN Data+

With MAN Data+, we help you create maximum value from your equipment 
data and turn it into a key vehicle in meeting the MAN Data+ growing demands 
of availability, efficiency and decarbonization.


